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A - K

A
Aaron, Daniel
Ahlfors, Lars Valerian
Alfred, William
Anderson-Imbert, Enrique
Arnheim, Rudolf
B
Badian, Ernst
Bailey, David Roy Shackleton
Bales, Robert Freed
Banfield, Edward Christie
Baraczkak, Stanisaw
Barlett, Paul Doughty
Bate, W. Jackson
Bazzaz, Fahri A.
Beer, Samuel Hutchison
Bell, Daniel
BéNichou, Paul
Benson, Larry Dean
Bercovitch, Sacvan
Bergson, Abram
Bikhoff, Garrett
Bloch, Herbert
Bogorad, Lawrence
Bolitho, Harold
Bond, William Henry
Bowie, Robert Richardson
Boym, Svetlana
Brinkmann, Reinhold
Brooks, Harvey
Buckley, Jerome Hamilton
Budiansky, Bernard
Bundy, McGeorge
Bunting-Smith, Mary Ingraham
Butler, James Newton

C
Cameron, Alastair Graham Walter
Carrier, George Francis
Chang, Kwang-chih
Chapman, Robert Harris
Cheatham, Thomas Edward, Jr.
Clausen, Wendell Vernon
Cohn, Dorrit
Coleman, Sidney R.
Cross, Frank Moore

D
Dalgarro, Alexander
DeVore, Boyd Irven
Doering, William von Eggers
Donald, David Herbert
Dorfman, Robert
Doty, Paul Mead
Dow, Sterling
Duesenberry, James Stemple
Dunlop, John Thomas

L - Z

L
Laiou, Angeliki E.
Landes, David Saul
Leontief, Wassily W.
Levi, Herbert W.
Lewin, David Benjamin
Lipscomb, William Nunn, Jr.
Loeb, Arthur L.
Lunt, Horace Gray, III
M
Maass, Arthur
MacCaffrey, Wallace Trevethic
Mackey, George Whitelaw
Mahdi, Muhsin S.
Maher, Brendan Arnold
Marichal, Juan
Martin, Paul C.
Martino, Donald James
May, Ernest R.
Maybury-Lewis, David Henry Peter
Mayr, Ernst
McClelland, David Clarence
Medoff, James Lawrence
Moore, Barrington, Jr.
Moralejo Alvarez, Serafin
Moran, William Lambert
Mosteller, Charles Frederick
Musgrave, Richard Abel
N
Nagatomi, Masatoshi
Neustadt, Richard Elliott
Nozick, Robert
O
O'Connell, Richard
P
Papalolios, Costas
Peralta, Ernest G.
Pian, Runian Chao
Pound, Robert Vivian
Pritsak, Omejian
Pusey, Nathan Marsh
Q
Quine, Willard van Orman
R
Rainwater, Lee
Ramsey, Norman Foster, Jr.
Rawls, John
Riesman, David
Rivers, Wilga
Robinson, Allan R.
Rosenfield, John Max
Rosenkrantz, Barbara Gutmann
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Dunn, Charles William
Dziewoski, Adam

E
Edsall, John T.
Ehrenreich, Henry
Emmons, Howard Wilson
Erikson, Erik
Estes, William Kaye
Evans, Gwynne Blakemore

F
Finley, John Huston
Fleming, Donald Harnish
Forbes, Elliot
Ford, Franklin Lewis
Frondel, Clifford
Frye, Richard Nelson

G
Galbraith, John Kenneth
Gelbart, William M.
Gienapp, William E.
Gleason, Andrew Mattei
Gomes, Peter J.
Grabar, Oleg
Griliches, Zvi
Guillén, Claudio

H
Hadzi, Dimitri
Hammond, Mason
Handlin, Oscar
Hanan, Patrick Dewes
Hastings, John Woodland
Haugen, Einar Ingvald
Heimert, Alan
Heinrichs, Wulfart Peter
Hiebert, Erwin Nick
Hightower, James Robert
Hoffmann, Stanley
Holland, Heinrich Dieter
Holzman, Philip Seidman
Houthakker, Hendrik Samuel
Howard, Richard Alden
Howells, William White
Hubbard Wald, Ruth
Huchra, John Peter
Hughes, David Grattan
Huntington, Samuel

I
Iliescu, Nicolae
Ingalls, Daniel Henry Holmes

J
Johnson, Barbara

K
Kain, John Forrest
Keenan, Edward Louis
Kelleher, John Vincent
Keyfitz, Nathan
Kim, Earl
King, Ronald W. P.
Kirchner, Leon
Kishlansky, Mark
Kitzinger, Ernst
Knowles, Jeremy Randall
Knox, Bernard MacGregor Walker

S
Safran, Nadav
Sanders, John Lyell, Jr.
Schimmei, Annemarie
Schultes, Richard Evans
Schwartz, Benjamin Isadore
Segal, Charles Paul
Setchkarev, Vsevolod
Sevenko, Ihor
Shearmarke, John K. G.
Siever, Raymond
Sliwa, Seymour
Smith, Wilfred Cantwell
Smyth, Craig Hugh
Southern, Eileen Jackson
Stewart, Zeph
Stone, Philip James, III
Strauch, Karl
Szabo, Albert

T
Tambiah, Stanley Jeyaraja
Teeter, Karl Van Duyn
Thimmann, Kenneth Vivian
Thomas, Harold A., Jr.
Thompson, James Burleigh, Jr.
Tinkham, Michael
Tryon, Rolla Milton, Jr.
Turnbull, David
Twersky, Isadore

U
Ulam, Adam Bruno

V
Vail, H. Leroy
Vermeule, Emily
Vogt, Evon Zartman, Jr.
Vosgerchian, Luise

W
Wagner, Edward Willett
Ward, John Milton
Watkins, Calvert Ward
Wegner, Daniel Merton
Westheimer, Frank Henry
Whipple, Fred Lawrence
White, Robert Winthrop
White, Sheldon Harold
Whiting, Barlett Jere
Whiting, John W. M.
Williams, Ernest Edward
Wilson, James Q.
Wood, Carroll E., Jr.
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Z